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K.c. And The Sunshine Band - Keep It Coming Love
Tom: Bb
Intro: Eb  Bb6  Fm  Bb6  Eb  Ab6  Bb6

 F7     Ab7
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop
        Ab7
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
      Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
Ab7                              Bb6
Don't let your well run dry, don't stop it now
Ab7                             Bb6
Don't give me no reasons why, don't stop it now
        Ab7
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
         Bb6                                 Ab
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop
        Ab7        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
         Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop

      Ab6                                   Bb6
Don't build me up just to let me drop, don't stop it now
       Ab7                               Bb6
Don't turn me on just to turn me off, don't stop it now
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
      Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop
        Ab7
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
     Ab6                                 Bb6
Don't tell me there ain't no more, don't stop it now
      Ab7                                 Fm7   Bb6
Don't turn me down and just close your door, don't stop it
now!
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love!

( Gm  Fm  Bb6  Ab7  Ab6  Bb6  Ab6  Bb6  Ab6  Bb6 )

Eb       Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love

      Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
        Bb6
Keep it coming, love, Keep it coming, love
Eb      Ab6
Keep it coming, love, Keep it coming, love
        Bb6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love, Keep it coming, love
        Bb6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
        Ab7                Ab6
Keep it coming, love, Keep it coming, love
        Bb6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it

        Ab6
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
       Bb6
Don't stop it now, don't stop it, no, don't stop it now, don't
stop it
        Ab7
Keep it coming, love! Keep it coming, love
Fm     Bb6         Eb  Fm  Eb  Eb6  Fm  Bb6
Don't stop it now

Acordes


